
How the SP0349 bark control  
collar works:
An internal microphone picks up on the sound and the unit is 
automatically activated. At the first bark, the collar will emit 
an ultrasound lasting for 1 second, as a warning. The second 
bark will trigger an ultrasound lasting for 2 seconds, and any 
subsequent barks will trigger 3 second long ultrasounds and 
static shocks lasting 2-3 seconds.
The dog should stop barking. If the dog barks within 1 minute 
after the first static shock, the collar sends out a 2 second 
ultrasound and 2-3 seconds of static shock. If the dog stops 
barking, the collar resets itself to the lowest level and repeats 
the first 3 steps. The shock level can be adjusted with the 
delivered screwdriver.

Features:
SP0349 is the newest anti-bark collar with the most intelligent 
system. The Bark Control Collar is controlled by a microprocessor 
that distinguishes your dog’s bark from other environmental 
noises, and automatically delivers ultrasonic and/or static shock 
after each bark. The collar effectively and humanely stops 
barking when it is worn on big dogs.

Contents:
1x Bark controller (with x2 contact points)
1x Adjustable nylon collar
2x Standard AAA/1.5V
1x Battery capacity tester
1x Special screwdriver

Getting started:
Battery placement or removal:
1. Loosen collar and remove the battery cover
2. Insert/remove the 2 AAA/1.5V batteries
3. Put the cover back on and buckle the collar
When the batteries are inserted, the LED indicator will flash once 
every 5 seconds.
Test unit:  Adjustment switch inside the battery compartment 

marked BARK
1.  Adjust the strength level anti-clockwise to the lowest level. 

Be careful not to turn too far, as the maximum range of the 
adjuster is only 180°

2.  Slide the contact points across a light rough surface and 
the LED on the bark control collar will be triggered with an 
ultrasonic sound and shock

3.  Raise the strength level then slide the contact points across a 
rougher surface and the LED on the bark control collar will be 
triggered with an ultrasonic sound and shock

Putting the No-Bark Collar on your dog:
Place the unit around your dog’s neck while they are standing, 
and adjust the collar length using the slide buckle arrangement 
provided with the strap. The unit should fit snugly underneath 
your dog’s neck in the middle, but still allow you to fit one 
finger between the collar and your dog’s neck. Make sure that 
the electrodes are in direct contact with your dog’s skin. Hair 
between the electrodes and skin will severely diminish the shock 
effect. If necessary, it is advisable to clip or shave your dog’s fur 
under the neck to ensure direct contact.

Choosing a strength level:
Remember:  Always start at the lowest level and work your  

way up.
●  You should see a slight change in your dog’s behaviour 

when the correct level is chosen. This change could include 
scratching at the collar, flicking of ears or looking around in 
confusion 

●  Your dog should not panic or vocalize; if they do, the setting is 
too high for them

●  If your dog does not react even to the highest setting,  
there may be too much hair between the probes and  
the skin. Once the hair has been removed, start again  
from the lowest setting

Dog care while using the collar:
   CAUTION: The collar should not be worn for more than 

12 consecutive hours, else a condition called Pressure 
Necrosis could occur

●  Check the fit of the collar regularly. If your dog seems to be 
uncomfortable or has irritated skin, stop using the collar for a 
couple of days

●  At least once a week, wash your dog’s neck with a cloth and 
mild soap, then rinse and dry before replacing the collar

Notes:
●  Do not leave the Bark Control Collar on for more than 12  

consecutive hours
●  Do not allow your dog to chew this collar. You should also 

attempt to minimize scratching or clawing at the casing
●  This device is made up of plastic and electronic components 

that are nondigestible. Consult your vet if your dog swallows 
any part of the product

●  Do not use the Bark Control Collar with any additional collars, 
tags, leashes or other items that may cause vibration and 
trigger false correction

●  Your dog may wear harnesses for attaching a leash and/or 
tags while using the Bark Control Collar

●  We recommend that you do not use this product if your pet 
weighs less than 5kg or if your pet is aggressive
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How to adjust collar sensitivity:
Use the small screwdriver provided to adjust the yellow knob 
inside the collar.

Start with the middle sensitivity level. If your dog’s bark cannot 
activate the collar and stop the bark, turn the knob anticlockwise 
to a higher sensitivity level.

Slide the 2 prongs against a table until you see the flashing light 
become stable.
● 1st & 2nd short stable lights (warning tone)
● 3rd long stable light (tone and shock)
This noise should be audible to dogs, but not clearly audible  
to humans.

You can test the shock by hooking up the testing lightbulb on the 
two prongs, then sliding the two prongs against a table. If the  
collar shows it is working via the lightbulb but not on your dog, 
please check whether the two prongs are touching the dog’s skin 
around the throat. It may be necessary to trim or shave the hair 
if it is too long.
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